CHAPTER II
BRIDGES, CULVERTS/AND RETAINING WALLS
it is not within the scope of this book to deal with the question of
the treatment of bridges; it is only proposed, therefore, to outline
general conclusions regarding surfacing and probable impact or
stresses likely to be encountered in bridge work, and also the con-
siderations for safe approaches, vision, and vertical curves.
Paving Suitable for Bridges.
To be suitable for bridge work a paving must possess :—
(a) Low tractive resistance*
(6) Smooth wearing qualities.
The following are five types of paving which conform to these
requirements. These refer to streets or suburban roads :—
L Asphalte, including bituminous macadam.
 2.	Wood blocks.
 3.	Dressed granite cubes.
 4.	Concrete.
 5.	Rubber blocks.
The two first-mentioned possess elastic qualities which have the
effect of resisting impact under traffic. Bituminous macadam is
well suited for many bridges on country roads.
As a general rule it is advisable to reduce the thickness of the road
slab to the smallest permissible dimensions in order to reduce the
dead load on the bridge.
Concrete paving is decidedly the most suitable in this capacity,
because it forms a wearing surface as well as a stress member. An
allowance must be made for the wearing surface in addition to the
thickness computed for the bridge stress; pre-atressed steel is now
being used with advantage in reducing weiglrb.
Small granite cubes, laid on concrete or reinforced concrete, form
-& reliable wearing surface without the dead weight on the bridge that
woikld follow from the use of the larger setts.   The jointing of these
sett$ may be done with cement grouting, and in this case the setts
$s$y form part of the compression section of the beam slab.
A bridge-paving which has been employed with reasonable success
twtec Jtwpy traffio conditions, consists of rubber blocks 1J in. thick-
to a wooden decking by means of f-in.

